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Dungeon Maps Described #6!The players will be approached by a farmer named Abrel who

has discovered ancient ruins underneath his barn. As players explore the ruins, they will

discover that Abrel might've been lying about being a farmer.In fact, he might be the leader of a

cult that worships Zan the Wizard. Players must uncover Abrel's true plan and rid the land of

the evil that lurks within the ancient ruins. The dungeon is filled with puzzles and strange

magic.Hidden away behind secret doors and magic, Abrel and his cultists plan to summon Zan

to this realm. During this adventure, the players will face the dead, and Zan, an evil wizard. The

farmhouse is surrounded by an orchard of fruit, with wheat fields nearby.A nearby stream fills

the air with the song of birds. The orchard has many small fruit trees and bushes that bear fruit

of all types. The farmhouse is of simple design, with a large, open front porch.The porch has

several benches and chairs. A small barn and stable are behind the farmhouse, and a road

leads northwest and south from the farmhouse.This book contains a map with all the main

areas described by me and my AI friend. There's also a list of NPCs that you can use, random

encounter tables, and more.Click Look Inside to see everything you'll get.
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Book 6PAUL BELLOWCopyright © 2021 Paul BellowAll rights reserved.DEDICATIONLong live

LitRPG and TTRPG!NOTESThanks for reading. Be sure to check the back for more RPG

guides you can purchase on Ebook Tops. I’ve also got links to some of my fiction. If you’re a fan

of the Guardians of the Flame series, you’re going to enjoy my Tower of Gates novels. Thanks

again!This book was created with the assistance of GPT-3 API, an AI language model from

OpenAI that I got access to in the summer of 2020. I previously tinkered with GPT-3 in 2019. I

wrote tens of thousands of unique words to train GPT-3 to output character backstories - and

more.I then used the tools I created to generate hundreds of examples. After editing them (and

adding some easter eggs), I compiled them together in this collection. You can try the tools out

for yourself at the . Currently, there are fourteen RPG generators online. Membership includes

access to a library of over a thousand pieces of content created with the tools.You might also

enjoy these FREE tools:Plot Hook & Dungeon MapsThe players will be approached by a

farmer named Abrel who has discovered ancient ruins underneath his barn. As players explore

the ruins, they will discover that Abrel might've been lying about being a farmer.In fact, he

might be the leader of a cult that worships Zan the Wizard. Players must uncover Abrel's true

plan and rid the land of the evil that lurks within the ancient ruins. The dungeon is filled with

puzzles and strange magic.Hidden away behind secret doors and magic, Abrel and his cultists

plan to summon Zan to this realm. During this adventure, the players will face the dead, and

Zan, an evil wizard. The farmhouse is surrounded by an orchard of fruit, with wheat fields

nearby.A nearby stream fills the air with the song of birds. The orchard has many small fruit

trees and bushes that bear fruit of all types. The farmhouse is of simple design, with a large,

open front porch.The porch has several benches and chairs. A small barn and stable are

behind the farmhouse, and a road leads northwest and south from the farmhouse.AREA 1 -

Stairs Down in the BarnAt the back of the barn, you see a staircase that leads down for twenty

feet then hits a ten foot by ten-foot landing. Another staircase descends for twenty feet to the

south, exiting in a ten-foot-wide hallway leading easy and west.The air is stale and has a musty

smell. In the distance, you hear chanting and the clack of wood on wood. The walls and floors

of the landing and hallway are made of large, flat stones. A few of the stones are loose, but

none are actually loose enough to remove.DM NOTES: When players enter the dungeon

beneath the barn, they will encounter two cultists who are supposed to be guarding. (See John

Asmond and Sue Asmond in the NPC section.) When players enter the hall, they will stand up

from their chairs and smile until they notice the players aren't "normal people."In fact, Sue will

say, "You aren't normal people. What's going on?" John will say, "We're expecting an important

guest tonight. You can't be here." Players will then have to convince them that they are here to

help.If players don't use the correct words and phrases, the cultists will attack. Alternatively, if

the party enters and they immediately attack. John and Sue are hardcore cultists who believe

Zan should rule the world. They're not sure why, but they think it sure does sound cool.AREA 2

- Hall of You (ZAN)This thirty-by-thirty-foot room has a hallway leading in each cardinal

direction. The walls have complex and colorful paintings of magicians pointing at you while the

words, "YOU ARE YOU!" are written above mirrors.The mirrors are distorted, making your

reflection look strange and awkward. You hear chanting to the north and south. The hallway

leading west appears to end in a door after seventy feet. The chanting becomes clearer, and

you can make out, "YOU ARE YOU!" coming from the north and south.DM NOTES: If players

spend more than ten minutes in this room, they must make a save vs. spells or be compelled to



spend all their time repeating, "You are you!" until they leave the room.AREA 3 - Hall of WeThis

round room over fifty feet across is filled with porcelain dolls. Behind each doll, a Zan cultist

wearing an orange and black robe rocks back and forth while chanting, "YOU ARE YOU!" The

smell in the room reminds you of the smell of old women. The cultists glance up, but they do

not stop their chanting.DM NOTES: If players try to talk to the cultists, they will refuse to say

anything and will chant louder, alerting guards further in the dungeon.If players just observe, a

successful perception check will reveal that the dolls appear to me moving or morphing in

some way.AREA 4 - Hall of TheyThis round room over fifty feet across contains several cultists

in orange and black robes. They are leaning against the outer wall, chanting, "YOU ARE YOU!"

at a high rate of speed but all in unison. This room smells of cake and sugar. The chanting has

a hypnotic effect, and you find yourself looking at the cultists, trying to keep up with their

chanting.DM NOTES: When players enter the room, the cultists will stop chanting and stare at

them with blank expressions. The players can try to talk to them, but they will just stare and tilt

their heads.After a few moments, they will ask the players if they "have a problem." If players

say yes, they will attack. If players say no, they will lean back against the wall and resume their

chanting. The room will have a cake box on a table in the center.If players try to eat the cake,

they will have to make a save vs. poison or have a bad experience. The cake is a distraction

and a trap. Anyone who eats it will have a hallucination that a giant screaming baby is chasing

them. The hallucination lasts for 2d12 hours.
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Dungeon Maps Described 6 PAUL BELLOW DEDICATION NOTES Plot Hook & Dungeon

Maps AREA 1 - Stairs Down in the Barn AREA 2 - Hall of You (ZAN) AREA 3 - Hall of We

AREA 4 - Hall of They AREA 5 - Room of Round AREA 6 - Secret Room Stash AREA 7 - The

Great Hallway AREA 8 - Southern Mocking Center AREA 9 - Guards Stationed AREA 10 - The

Cultist Kitchen AREA 11 - The Cultist Mess Hall AREA 12 - Cultist Rec Room AREA 13 -

Cultist Bunk Room AREA 14 - Ogre Battery Room AREA 15 - Cultist Chaos Room AREA 16 -

Ogre Storage Room AREA 17- The Cultists' Armory AREA 18 - Ogre Operating Room AREA

19 - Ogre's Last Stand AREA 20 - The Living Latrine AREA 21 - The Cult of Zan Library AREA

22 - Mercenary Bunk Room AREA 23 - Observation Room One AREA 24 - Observation Room

Two AREA 25 - The Cult Leader's Ante-Chamber Monsters NPCs Cult Leader Abrel Chareck

Zarko the Cleric John Asmond Sue Asmond Darmaun Vindel Belan Taryker Zerendar Erica

Johnson Junga Bunga Lem Zak the Smith Carla Carlason Mike Yergson Zak the Smith Kunter

Herman Hitchins Kashka Simmons Johnson Smithson Random Tables Books List of Magic

Trinkets Magic Items Conclusion Author Note You might also enjoy these tools:
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